**BEST PRACTICE**

Management of irritable bowel syndrome
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The diagnosis of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is made on clinical grounds with appropriate limited investigations to exclude organic disease. IBS is common and may have a significant impact on a patient’s quality of life. Psychological symptoms are common. IBS may benefit from pharmacological and non-pharmacological management. Specific measures should be directed towards the dominant symptoms of constipation or diarrhoea. Several new drugs are currently under evaluation and may prove valuable for subgroups of patients with IBS. Successful management requires a combination of reassurance and explanation about the natural history of the condition.

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is a chronic functional bowel disorder, accounting for 36%–50% of gastrointestinal consultations, although the majority of patients suffering from the condition do not seek medical advice. IBS has a considerable impact on health care resources both at the level of the primary care physician and in the hospital setting, yet management of IBS is predominantly based on clinical expertise.

There have been several recent reviews of the epidemiology, pathophysiology, and management of the condition and the British Society of Gastroenterology published *Guidelines for the management of the irritable bowel syndrome* in November 2000. Overall, there is little evidence on which to base our current clinical practice, predominantly due to poorly conducted trials, lack of definitive end points such as mortality, and poorly defined disease entities. This article aims to summarise and update the management of IBS; other functional gastrointestinal disorders will not be addressed in this review.

**DEFINITION**

IBS is defined as “a functional bowel disorder in which abdominal pain is associated with defaecation or a change in bowel habit, with features of disturbed defaecation and distension”. The Manning criteria are used predominantly for research definition with a modified Rome criteria (Rome II) forming the consensus definition of IBS. However, it is recognised that the modified criteria of Rome II have limited application in the clinical setting, which if solely relied upon would exclude IBS variants well recognised by experienced clinicians. Therefore, the definition is based on a series of criteria and clinical evaluation of the patient with appropriate limited investigations to exclude organic disease.

**Epidemiology**

The prevalence of IBS is up to 20%; 14%–24% of women and 5%–19% men. The female to male ratio varies from 1.1–2.6 depending on the predominant symptom; constipation is commoner in women whereas men have a tendency to diarrhoea. The incidence of IBS declines with age, although a recent large UK study suggests that the influence of age is small. IBS is a disorder recognised worldwide, although prevalence varies.

**Social and Economic Impact of IBS**

IBS is the most common diagnosis in gastroenterology clinics reaching up to 50% of consultations. Patients have a significant economic impact on health care with increased consultations for minor ailments, over-representation in gynaecological and surgical outpatients, inappropriate surgical procedures, and absenteeism from work. Over 40% of patients with IBS exhibit avoidance of normal social activities ranging from exclusion of food types to avoidance of work and leisure related activities. Patients report a poorer quality of life, which in turn may have an impact on the perceived severity of their condition.

**Aetiology**

**Psychological factors**

Significant psychological symptoms prevail in IBS particularly in those who are referred to gastroenterology clinics. Up to 50% of patients suffer from paraesthesia, anxiety, depression, somatisation, and phobias at presentation and patients have higher scores of anxiety, depression, and sleep disturbances in comparison with controls (as referenced in Camilleri and Jones et al.). In comparison with the general population there is a two to threefold increase in a history of physical/sexual abuse. Despite this, however, the presence of psychological symptoms is not a reliable distinguisher between organic and functional disease.

IBS patients also exhibit abnormal illness behaviour with increased consultation for minor ailments, multiple somatic complaints, and are more likely to believe that an organic condition underlies their symptoms rather than a stress related problem.

**Physiological factors**

Altered somatosensory sensitivity and motor dysfunction of the intestine are thought to be possible pathophysiological mechanisms involved in IBS. Current understanding is that sensitivity is increased in certain areas of the bowel wall in IBS and that this may be related to the perception of pain in the bowel. Altered sensory thresholds may be a relevant factor in IBS, and this altered sensitivity may be due to changes in the gut mucosa, sensory nerve endings, and the integrity of the enteric nervous system. Changes in intestinal contractility and motility also have a role in IBS.

**Abbreviations:** 5-HT<sub>3</sub>, serotonin-3; 5-HT<sub>4</sub>, serotonin-4; IBS, irritable bowel syndrome; SSRI, specific serotonin reuptake inhibitors.
IBS. Vagal nerve dysfunction, altered afferent processing, and altered pain threshold to gut distension have all been implicated. However, studies are conflicting with problems of reproducibility probably related to patient selection, sedation, and methodological differences. It has been suggested that there is disruption of central processing of gut motility and sensation, with a lot of interest in dynamic magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography scanning looking at abnormal central processing of visceral pain but detailed studies are required to look at this further.

**Infectious agents**

Altogether 7%–31% of patients report an episode of antecedent gastroenteritis to their symptoms, but studies are conflicting with factors such stress and anxiety levels being important variables in study outcomes. Serotonin containing entericendocrine cells have been found in increased concentrations in patients with postinfective IBS, supporting the concept that this subgroup of the syndrome may represent a specific organic disease.

**Diet**

Food intolerance is common (33%–66%) in patients with IBS, although studies are conflicting with a large placebo response and true allergies are rare when tested in a double blinded fashion. Many patients are keen to pursue restricted diets and individuals may benefit from exclusion of certain substances. A true exclusion diet requires an involved and committed dietitian readily contactable by the patient. Lactose intolerance is common in patients with IBS (~10%), depending on the racial mix, but exclusion of lactose from the diet often does not cure the symptoms. Unless a patient drinks in excess of 0.5 pint/280 ml of milk per day, it is unlikely that lactose intolerance plays a significant part in their symptomology.

**Box 1: Criteria for diagnosis of IBS**

- Manning criteria
  1. Abdominal pain.
  2. Loose stools with onset of pain.
  3. More frequent stools with onset of pain.
  4. Abdominal distension.
  5. Passage of mucus in stools.
- Revised Rome II criteria
  1. Relieved by defecation.
  2. Associated with a change in frequency of stool.
  3. Associated with a change in consistency of stool.

**Diagnosis and investigation**

Recent reviews and published guidelines have outlined strategies for diagnosis and management of IBS. The diagnosis of IBS is based upon symptom criteria, consideration of patient demographics (that is, age, sex, race) and exclusion of organic disease. A thorough history specifically eliciting alarm symptoms (weight loss, rectal bleeding, nocturnal symptoms), relevant family history, drug and dietary history is important as well as identification of psychosocial aspects. IBS is a relapsing and remitting condition, and therefore it is important that the investigations are not repeatedly reproduced, but a change in the pattern of symptoms may be important.

A thorough examination and targeted investigations are needed to exclude organic pathology. These include routine full blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, biochemistry, and microbiology with examination of stool for ova, cysts, and parasites. Flexible or rigid sigmoidoscopy should be carried out after the initial consultation, with biopsy of any macroscopic abnormality. Further colon imaging should be reserved for those over 45 or with a family history of colorectal cancer/polyps. Ultrasonography, computed tomography, and rectal biopsy probably do not increase the diagnostic yield, but if painless diarrhoea is the predominant feature biopsies should be taken to exclude microscopic colitis. Thyroid function tests will reveal approximately 6% abnormalities and there are few published data regarding the value of calcium levels. Antigliadin and endomysial antibodies have been shown to be useful with the identification of coeliac disease in 5% of patients with a diagnosis of IBS referred to secondary care. Further investigations should be targeted according to symptoms. Specialised studies such as anorectal manometry, defecating proctograms, and colonic transit studies should be considered in those with constipation. Lactose hydrogen breath tests, duodenal biopsy and aspiration, and small bowel studies or technetium labelled white cell scans should be reserved for those with diarrhoea or pain or other features indicative of possible inflammatory bowel disease.

**Management**

Management of patients with IBS should start with establishing a relationship with the patient with time dedicated to explaining the nature of the condition, treatment options, and impact of anxiety and stress on symptoms. A positive interaction with patients with discussion of precipitating factors, diagnosis, and treatment has been shown to reduce the number of return visits.

Treatment options involve pharmacological (high placebo response ~47%) and non-pharmacological approaches, the latter of which particularly in terms of dietary and psychotherapy treatments appear to have the best long term results.

**Non-pharmacological therapies**

Simple life style modifications such as dietary manipulation (with exclusion of fibre, caffeine, unrefined carbohydrate, and dairy products), exercise, and defecating patterns may help individual patients. Exclusion diets are used routinely in some practices but require a dedicated dietitian and the evidence for such an approach remains conflicting.

Relaxation therapies and a dedicated psychologist may be of use, with some studies (although few and small) showing a reduction in symptoms and consultations. Biofeedback in conjunction with relaxation therapies has shown some benefit, but studies are felt to be flawed in terms of their methodology, and the benefit demonstrated may be due to the relationship between therapist and patient. The role of cognitive behavioural therapy and hypnotherapy has not been clearly defined, although small studies suggest some response with symptom improvement. Formal psychiatrist referrals should be reserved for those with overt psychotic symptoms or psychiatric conditions.

**Pharmacological therapies**

Dietary and drug therapy for IBS can be considered in two categories:

- End organ treatment aimed at relieving abdominal pain (antispasmodic drugs) or disturbed bowel habit (antidiarrhoeal and bulking agents).
- Central treatment (antidepressants, hypnototherapy, psychotherapy) targeted at patients with associated affective disorder.

The British Society of Gastroenterology advises that current drug treatments are of limited value, but specific symptoms may respond in a small number of patients. If used, drug treatment should be based on the predominant symptoms: abdominal pain, diarrhoea, or constipation (these can change over time).
Constipation dominant IBS

In a patient with constipation predominant IBS the traditional advice has been to adopt a high fibre diet. Increasing intake of a range of different dietary “fibres” including those from cereals, fruits, and vegetables have been shown to increase stool weight and accelerate gut transit. Wheat bran, at doses of 10 g to 30 g, is the best known and probably the most effective fibre supplement. It increases stool weight and accelerates whole gut transit time. Symptoms of abdominal pain and bloating, however, increase with bran therapy in most IBS patients.46, 47

Ispaghula husk, a bulking agent, may improve constipation or diarrhoea in patients with IBS. Although there are few studies, it is commonly used in clinical practice to improve stool frequency as it has less of the adverse effects associated with wheat bran.48 A systematic review of 70 randomised controlled trials of various drug treatments for IBS concluded that calcium polycarbophil and ispagula husk were associated with an improvement in constipation but no improvement in other symptoms.46 An osmotic laxative or stool softener may be added in patients who fail to respond to fibre, but stimulant laxatives should be avoided. The efficacy of bulking agents has not been clearly established and bran should only be used when constipation is a major feature, starting at low doses and increasing gradually.

Antimuscarinic agents, such as dicyclomine hydrochloride and hyoscine butylbromide, are believed to directly relax intestinal smooth muscle. Other intestinal relaxants that are commonly used in the treatment of IBS include alverine citrate, mebeverine hydrochloride, and peppermint oil. In a recent well designed study, alverine citrate was no better than placebo in relieving the symptoms of IBS.49 Dicyclomine has been reported to improve abdominal pain and constipation, but most patients (69% v 16% placebo) experienced anticholinergic side effects with this drug. A therapeutic trial of an antimuscarinic drug, given before meals, may be beneficial in patients who have episodes of abdominal pain after eating, but randomised clinical trials demonstrate little, if any, advantage over placebo, and significant risk of mild side effects.49

IBS patients with constipation and bloating have been considered as possible candidates for a prokinetic agent. Although prokinetic drugs, such as metoclopramide or domperidone, do not show activity on the large bowel, cisapride has been considered as possible candidates for a prokinetic agent. Although cisapride (now withdrawn in the UK) can accelerate gastric emptying and shortened intestinal and colonic transit times in healthy male subjects.50 51 52

Diarrhoea dominant IBS

Diarrhoea dominant IBS is associated with acceleration of small bowel and proximal colonic transit and responds to opioids. A drawback of opioid use is the tendency to induce constipation. As a result, the dose should be titrated for the individual patient.

Loperamide is an opioid analogue which slows small and large intestinal transit and decreases stool frequency and urgency in patients with IBS at doses of 4–12 mg each day. It has poor blood-brain barrier penetration and is therefore preferable to opioids with a central action, such as diphenoxylate or codeine, as there is less risk of dependence.52 Codeine, at doses of 15–30 mg 1–3 times daily, is effective in functional diarrhoea but is more likely to cause sedation and drug dependency.53

A few patients with diarrhoea predominant IBS have bile salt malabsorption and may respond to cholestyramine.54 The tolerability of cholestyramine is poor with side effects such as constipation and diarrhoea, as well as nausea, vomiting, and gastrointestinal discomfort.55

Motility and intestinal transit are also inhibited to some degree through serotonin-3 (5-HT3) and muscarinic M, receptors. Drugs which reduce contractile activity or visceral perception offer promise in diarrhoea predominant IBS. 5-HT, receptor antagonists do not alter gastric emptying or small intestine transit but do increase colonic transit time.54 This explains the tendency of these drugs to cause constipation in healthy volunteers resulting in decreased bowel frequency and altered stool consistency in diarrhoea predominant IBS. In a double blind, placebo controlled study on 50 patients with IBS, ondansetron reduced bowel frequency and improved stool consistency in the diarrhoea predominant group.6

Alosetron is a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist. It was launched for diarrhoea predominant IBS in females in the United States but was voluntarily withdrawn by the manufacturers in November 2000. There were concerns about severe constipation and ischaemic colitis (in some cases fatal) which had occurred in patients taking alosetron for IBS.

Antidepressants

There is a large psychological component to IBS, including symptoms of depression, anxiety, phobia, and somatisation.44 Antidepressants have many actions that are effective in the treatment of IBS. As well as treating underlying depression, they modify gut motility, alter visceral nerve responses, and have anxiolytic properties that may benefit certain patients.7 Tricyclic antidepressants tend to slow gut transit while the newer selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) tend to produce more rapid transit, particularly in the small intestine.8 Therefore, SSRIs may be more appropriate in constipation predominant IBS but this effect is still under evaluation. Tricyclic antidepressants may need to be used cautiously in certain patients as they can cause or aggravate constipation. The effectiveness of SSRIs in the management of IBS is yet to be established.

New drugs

Following on from the interest in the role of serotonin in the modulation of gut motility and visceral sensitivity in IBS, a new generation of prokinetics has been developed including several partial agonists at the 5-HT3, receptor, such as tegaserod and prucalopride.8 These seem to be devoid of the QT prolonging effects observed in some clinical circumstances with cisapride and may be more active at the colonic level.9

Tegaserod (Zelmac) is a relatively specific 5-HT3, partial agonist but may also facilitate enteric cholinergic transmission. In a short term study tegaserod accelerates orocecal transit without altering gastric emptying in female patients with constipation predominant IBS. No serious adverse events were reported.10 In another study, however, tegaserod markedly accelerated gastric emptying and shortened intestinal and colonic transit times in healthy male subjects.11 At present tegaserod is only licensed in United States for women with constipation predominant IBS. Additional studies are required to explore the role of this drug, which may potentially offer advantages over currently available prokinetic drugs for the treatment of constipation predominant IBS.

Another 5-HT3, receptor agonist, prucalopride, may be useful in patients with constipation predominant IBS. A double blind study evaluated the effects of prucalopride in constipation, and concluded that it accelerates transit through the stomach, small bowel, and colon in patients with constipation unassociated with a rectal evacuation disorder.12 In a multicentre, randomised, double blind, 12 week study in 251 patients with chronic constipation, prucalopride significantly increased stool frequency and altered stool consistency.13

The primary outcome measure in the treatment of IBS is to control the patient's symptoms (pain, diarrhoea, constipation). Symptoms may fluctuate over time and treatment is often restricted to times when patients experience a relapse. Robust clinical trials are required before these new pharmacological agents can be recommended for IBS treatment, and
confidence about long term safety will require vigilant post marketing surveillance.

SUMMARY
The management of IBS involves a positive approach with establishment of a relationship with the patient from the initial consultation. Diagnosis is predominantly clinical, with exclusion of pathology using the minimum of investigations, targeted according to the age and alarm symptoms. Management requires a combination of reassurance, explanation of the chronic relapsing remitting nature of the condition and pharmacological and non-pharmacological therapies; it should be explained that response to therapy is variable. A multidisciplinary approach to resistant cases can be of value.
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Plantar fibromatosis (Ledderhose disease) is a benign but infiltrative neoplasm, and is a slow growing nodular thickening that occurs most often within the central band of the plantar aponeurosis. MRI is especially useful in planning surgical treatment by showing the exact location and extent of the lesion.

A 56 year old woman presented with a hard subcutaneous mass in the plantar aspect of the right foot. This isolated mass demonstrated slow growth over four months, but there was no local pain or fever. On magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the tumour was growing nodular thickening that occurs most often within the central band of the plantar aponeurosis. MRI is especially useful in planning surgical treatment by showing the exact location and extent of the lesion.

**ANSWERS**

1. Physical and sexual abuse is twice as common in IBS than in organic gastrointestinal disease.
2. In the absence of alarm symptoms investigation should be limited to those required to support reassurance.
3. Increasing dietary fibre may improve constipation, but other symptoms of IBS are likely to be made worse by this change.

**IMAGES IN MEDICINE**

**Plantar fibromatosis**

**Figure 1** MRI, T1-weighted image; D, distal phalanx; M, metatarsal bone; P, proximal phalanx.

**Figure 2** MRI, T2-weighted image; D, distal phalanx; M, metatarsal bone; P, proximal phalanx.

**Figure 3** MRI, enhanced T1-weighted image; D, distal phalanx; M, metatarsal bone; P, proximal phalanx.